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SEARCHES FOR SUPERSYMMETRY WITH DEEP LEARNING
SUMMARY
In history, the idea of ’particle physics’ starts with Democritus by claiming every
visible matter includes atomos and void. Since Democritus, existence of subatomic and
force carrier particles were investigated. They are suggested as a participate of model
which is named as the Standard Model (SM). The SM includes family of fermions
and bosons. It is completed with finding last missing particle the "Higgs Boson" at
125GeV by cooperation of ATLAS and CMS detectors at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Despite of being a successfull model, it is unable to explain the divergence of
quantum corrections of the Higgs mass or matter-antimatter anomaly, dark matter, dark
energy. These insufficiencies lead to search new theories to find the physics beyond the
SM. One of the suggested theory is Supersymmetry. In this thesis, Supersymmetry is
considered as a signal model. It is generated for different integrated luminosities and
as a consequence, different pileup conditions are investigated via improved analysis
techniques.
Considering specifications of the CMS detector, the properties of the SM and SUSY
particles, background and signal events are generated via Monte Carlo (MC) generators
Softsusy, Susyhit, Madgraph. Simulated MC level samples are included in Delphes
detector simulation in order to obtain hadron level events at the LHC. Detector
samples can be considered as raw events. These events include information about the
characteristics of samples. To use the capacity of computing memory efficient, size
of raw event must be minimized. It is converted to ntupler format including baseline
selections cuts. Two types of selections are applied (Light and Tight Cuts) to separate
SUSY signal from the SM background in the single lepton final state. The process is
based on counting events after applying selections. In this final state, distributions of
EmissT , MT , HT and M
W
T2 variables show the characteristics of channel. Furthermore,
they are stored into tree named as signal tree (TreeS) and background tree (TreeB)
to adjust the usability of event for Toolkit Multivariate Data Analysis (TMVA) after
cut and count selection. TMVA is a toolkit which includes deep learning methods to
find correlations or/and differences between variables. The execution of analysis in
mathematical hyperspace is a challenging task when applied in TMVA.
Considered SUSY samples in the analysis are not selected in the region of recent SUSY
exclusion limits for observed states at 7 TeV, 8 Tev and 13 TeV center-of-mass-energies
at the LHC.
Analysis steps are considered with the following luminosity and pile-up conditions for
NoPU, 50PU, 140PU. According to the HL-LHC program, studies with 140PU and
3000 f b−1 scenarious will be taken into account for the future work.
xxi
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ÖZET
Parçacık fizig˘i kavramının ilk olarak milattan önce 460 yılında Democritos ile
bas¸landıg˘ı söylenebilir. Ünlü bir felsefeci olan Democritos görebildig˘i her parçacıg˘ın
’atomos’ ve bos¸luk denilen yapılardan olus¸tug˘unu idda etmis¸ti. Democritos’a göre
atomos bir maddenin bölünemeyen en küçük birimi olmalıydı. Ancak Democritos’a
göre ’atomos’ sıvılar için farklı, katılar için farklı yapıdaydı. Zaman içinde
bilim insanları tüm maddelerin atomlardan olus¸tug˘unu ve atomlardan daha küçük
parçacıklar oldug˘unu da kes¸fettiler. En detaylı aras¸tırmanın yapılabildig˘i CERN bilim
merkezi 1950’lerden günümüze LHC (Large hadron collider) deneyinde hala atomaltı
parçacıkların kes¸fi ve yeni fizik arayıs¸ları ile ug˘ras¸an bir çok bilim insanına ev sahiplig˘i
yapmaktadır.
LHC deneyi bir çok küçük deneyi ve dört büyük deneyi içermektedir. Bu
deneyler bu tezde de referans alınan CMS deneyi olmak üzere, ATLAS, LHCb
ve ALICE deneyleridir. CMS dedektörü sog˘an yapısında tasarlanmıs¸tır. Katman
katman tasarlanan bu detektörde amaç, detektörün her bir katmanında gerek
parçacıkların enerjilerini emerek, gerekse parçacıkların momentumlarını hesaplamak
için parçacıkların iz bırakmasını sag˘layan iz sürücü sistemi ile parçacık tespitidir.
Detektörde proton demetinin dik geldig˘i düzlemde hesaplamalar korunum kanunlarına
göre hatasız yapılabilceg˘i için bu düzlem tercih sebebidir.
Bilim insanları kuramsal fizik çalıs¸maları ile maddeyi ifade edebilecek bir model
gelis¸tirdiler. Bu model standard model (SM) olarak adlandırıldı ve 2012 yılında Higgs
parçacıg˘ının kes¸fi ile tamamlandı. Bu model önerilmis¸ en bas¸arılı model olmasına
rag˘men hala bir çok soruya cevap verememektedir. Bu model 2 tip parçacıktan ve
bunların antiparçacıklarından olus¸ur (fermionlar ve bozonlar) ve içerisinde 3 lepton,
3 quark ailesi içerir. Her aile 2 üyeden olus¸ur. Kuarklar üst (up), alt (down), tılsım
(charm), garip (strange), yukarı (top) ve as¸ag˘ı (bottom) olarak, leptonlar elektron,
elektron nötrinosu, muon, muon nötrinosu, tau ve tau nötrinosundan olus¸urlar. Bunlara
ek olarak 13 tane bozon mevcuttur: 8 gluon, 1 foton, Z nötr bozonu, 2 W± bosonu
ve Higgs bozonu. Higgs bozonu en son kes¸fedilen bozondur ve 2012’deki kes¸fiyle
standard modelin temel anlamda en önemli parçacıg˘ı bulunmus¸tur. Standart Model’in
(SM) yetersiz oldug˘u alanlar temel anlamda s¸öyle özetlenebilir: SM maddeler ve
antimaddeler arasında simetrik kırınım oldug˘unu idda eder. S¸u ana kadar yapılan
gözlemler çerçevesinde maddelerin olus¸turdug˘u dünyada yas¸ıyoruz. Nasıl oldu da
antiparçacılar yok oldu? Ya da evrende gözlemleyebildig˘imiz maddeler evrenin
yaklas¸ık %5’ini olus¸turuyor geri kalanını ise karanlık madde ve karanlık enerji.
SM ise kara madde için herhangi bir aday parçacık önermemekte. Bu sebepten
SM’in cevaplayamadıg˘ı soruları cevaplayabilmek için SM ötesi kuramsal modeller
önerilmektedir. Bu soruların bir çog˘una cevap verebilen model Süpersimetri (SUSY)
teoremidir.
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SUSY modeli SM’de tanımlı her parçacıg˘ın bir superpartneri oldug˘unu savunur. En
büyük motivasyonu Higgs kütlesine getirdig˘i kuantum mekaniksel dog˘rulamalardır.
Aynı zamanda fermionlarla bozonlar arasında bir simetri kurmaya çalıs¸ır. Bu
simetri bozonların fermiyonlara, fermiyonların da bozonlara dönüs¸ebildig˘i bir hesap
içerir. Süpersimetride dog˘al SUSY dedig˘miz supersimetrik top quark (stop) kütlesi,
Higgs parçacıg˘ının 125 GeV’de kes¸fiyle Higgs kütlesine gelen kuantum mekaniksel
düzeltmelerden sonra önemli bir hal almıs¸tır. Bu yüzden güncel aras¸tırma grupları
süpersimetri ile alakalı deneysel ve teorik çalıs¸maktadır. Bu gün itibariyle beklenen
sinyal hala gözlenemedi. Bu sinyalin ardalandan ayrılması için çok farklı yöntemler
kullanılmaya bas¸landı. Bu teknikler arasında en çok kullanılanlar derin ög˘renme ve
sinir ag˘ları teknig˘idir. Tezde Monte Carlo (MC) simülasyonlarıyla Susyhit ve Softsusy
kullanılarak üretilen supersimetrik sinyallerin, Madgraph ve Pythia ile üretilen SM
ardalanından ayrıs¸tırılması için uygulanması gereken derin ög˘renme ve sinir ag˘ları
metodları çalıs¸ılmıs¸tır. Bu metodlar LHC deneylerinde kullanılan metodlara benzerdir
ancak CPU zamanı olarak daha uygulanabilir bir çerçevedir.
Tezde süpersimetrik sinyallere sinyal, SM sinyallerine ise ardalan denilecektir. I˙lk
olarak monte carlo simülasyonlarıyla hem supersimetrik sinyaller hem de ardalan
olarak SM sinyalleri üretilmis¸tir. Üretilen sinyal ve ardalan verileri Delphes
detektör simülasyon programıyla ROOT ag˘aç formatına çevrilmis¸tir. Daha sonra
uygulanan is¸lemler veriyi azaltmak ve çalıs¸ılmak istenilen sinyal bölgesine uygun
olarak uygulanmıs¸tır. Bu is¸lemlerden ilki temel kesim is¸lemidir. Sinyal ve ardalanı
detektörden gelen gürültüden ayırabilmek için LHC deneyinde bir yönden gelen proton
demetlerine dik olan düzlemdeki momentum ve pseudorapidity üzerine kesim is¸lemi
uygulanmıs¸tır. Bu is¸lemden sonra elde edilen veri seçilen sinyal bölgesine uygun
olarak ikinci bir kesme is¸lemine özellikle sinyal bölgesi ele alınarak uygulanmıs¸tır. Bu
is¸lemde MT , EmissT , HT ve M
W
T2 deg˘is¸kenleri üzerine uygulanmıs¸tır. Bu is¸lemler kesme
ve sayma is¸lemleri olarak adlandırılır. Son adım olarak çok deg˘is¸kenli veri analiz aracı
(Toolkit Multivariate Data Analysis-TMVA) teknikleri uygulanmıs¸tır.
TMVA analizleri derin ög˘renme teknikleri ve yapay sinir ag˘ları yöntemlerini içerir.
Bu yöntemler fiziksel bilgileri matematiksel yöntemler aracılıg˘ıyla ayırma yöntemleri
olarak da bilinirler. Çünkü verilen veriyi yüksek boyutta matematiksel uzaya tas¸ırlar
ve ayrım metodları orada uygulanır. Tezde kesme ve sayma is¸leminden sonra
yukarıda bahsedilen 4 tane deg˘is¸ken uyarınca sinyal ve ardalan ag˘acı olarak uygulanan
(TreeS ve TreeB) yapıya yaprak olarak kaydedilmis¸tir. TMVA metodları ile analizi
yapılan bu dört deg˘is¸kenin, sinyalle ardalandan nasıl ayrılabileceg˘i çes¸itli yöntemlerde
gösterilecektir. Bu yöntemlerden en çok kullanılanı vektör makinesi desteg˘i (support
vector machine-SVM) ve ötelenmis¸ karar ag˘acı (boosted decision tree-BDT)’dir.
Buna ek olarak analizde bu iki yönteme ek olarak en yakın koms¸u (k Nearest
Neighbourhood-kNN), lineer ayrıs¸tırma (Linear Discriminant-LD), benzer davranıs¸
(likelihoodPCA), çok katmanlı sinir ag˘ı (MLPBNN), çok boyutlu uzayda olasılık
dag˘ılım tahmini (Multidimensional probability density estimation-PDE-RS) ve RuleFit
metodları da çalıs¸ılmıs¸tır.
Uygulanan analiz sonuçlarını kars¸ılas¸tırmak ve elde edilen sinyal ve ardalan verilerinin
ne kadar ayrıs¸tıg˘ını görebilmek için uygulanan bu metodların hangisinin en iyi
ayrıs¸tırma metodu oldug˘una karar verilmesi için çes¸itli senaryolandırmalar ele
alınmıs¸tır. Üretilen ML1, ML2, ML3 ve ML4 SUSY sinyalleri LHC detektöründe
7 TeV, 8 TeV ve yeni bas¸lanmıs¸ olan 13 TeV’de henüz gözlenmemis¸lerdir. Detektörde
xxiv
tespit edilebilen veriler SM ardalanıdır. SUSY sinyallerini tespit edebilmek için daha
fazla veriye ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. Ancak tezde MC ile üretilen SUSY sinyalini, SM
ardalanından ayırmayı hedefliyoruz. Bölüm 3’de ayrıntılı olarak tartıs¸ılacaktır.
xxv
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1. INTRODUCTION TO PARTICLE PHYSICS
Questions about the universe lead to suggest new ideas whose origins are based on
religion, science or philosophy. One of the philosophical theory was atomic theory
that is suggested by Democritos in 460 B.C. The idea was based on explaining the
structure of matters which include atoms and void. It was hypothesized as atoms
were indestructible, invisible, homogeneous and different for solids and liquids. Since
460 BC, scientists still question the universe and they have been still looking for the
answers about the atomic structure for years.
One of the the rigid model is called as standard model (SM) and it is the most
successful theory so far. The SM is completed by discovery of the Higgs boson at
the LHC, CERN in 2012. The SM is suggested to explain fundamental forces and
properties of elementary subatomic particles. It is completed with the discovery of the
existence of the Higgs particle; however, there are still theoretical and experimental
unknowns about the universe. Furthermore, scientists suggest new theories that is
called beyond the SM to light the unknowns.
1.1 The Standard Model and Beyond
The visible matter all around the world is defined by the standard model as combination
of fermions (six quarks, three neutrinos and three charged leptons) and three
fundamental interactions named as electromagnetic, weak and strong forces. Figure
1.1 summarizes the SM. Gravitation is expected to be added. However the crucial
phenomena is to find out the origin of masses of particles. For example, despite
neutrinos have mass, according to SM, they should have been massless. To look in
simpler perspective, the electron never escapes from the nuclei due to it’s mass (the
reason of the existence of atom), otherwise it would reach the speed of light and weak
force should have been stronger than electromagnetism [11].
In 1894 Albert Michelson said "The more important fundamental laws and physical
science have all been discovered" before the discovery of electron and radioactivity.
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Figure 1.1: The Standard Model [1].
The similar circumstance was repeated in 1900, Lord Kelvin said "There is nothing
new to be discovered in physics now, all that remains is more and more precise
measurement", Einstein’s articles were published in 1905, it was called annus mirabilis
which means wondeful year of Einstein [12]. So, there is always incompleteness about
physics phenomena that is also valid for the SM. There are some issues which can not
be explained by the SM likewise:
• What is the origin of the mass?
• Why is there a difference between matter and antimatter, and why is universe
occurred by matter instead of antimatter?
• There is no cold dark matter candidate in SM. Why is there dark matter more than
matter in the universe?
• How to show the existence of the unification forces?
• Gravity is not included in the SM [6].
The missing piece of SM named as Higgs boson was found in 2012. The fundamental
properties of Higgs boson may be the answer for the unknown facts in the universe.
Moreover, it may even illuminate the reason of the cosmological asymmetry between
matter and antimatter contrary to claims of the SM. It claims they should have been
existed in equal amounts. As a consequnce, theories beyond the SM defend that the
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Higgs boson can be the herald of much larger and challanging models with extensions
of the SM itself [11].
1.2 Supersymmetry (SUSY)
One of the most important phenomenological model is Supersymmetry (SUSY) which
is suggested as an symmetric extension of the SM. It is not possible to explain quantum
corrections of the mass of the Higgs boson with the existing particles in the SM. SUSY
particles are suggested as superpartners of SM particles to stabilize Higgs mass. As
it is known from the SM, leptons and bosons have spin with differs as half of one;
however, superpartners of SM particles have spin differ by half of unit. So, fermions
are attended by bosons and vice versa. As a result, SUSY brings two types together
by explaining symmetry transformation between bosons and fermions. There are also
different motivations for searching SUSY like gauge coupling unification, hierarchy
problem or dark matter. Despite the SUSY particles have not been found yet, in case
of observing them the theory will be proved.
3
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2. Large Hadron Collider Experiment
The Large Hadron Collider experiment (LHC) first started on 10 September 2008
and it is still the world’s largest particle accelerator. It has ring of superconducting
magnets about 27-kilometer. Inside the accelerator, two particle beams are accelerated
close to the speed of light before they are made to collide in the high energy. The
strong magnetic field guides to beam particles and to maintain the performance of
magnetic field, superconducting electromagnets are used. Liquid helium is used so
that resistance and energy loss should be hold in the minimum level.
Figure 2.1: Introduction to Large Hadron Collider [2].
LHC has four biggest and also smaller experiments detailed in Figure 2.1. The biggest
experiments are ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, LHCb. ATLAS and CMS experiments will
be detailed in next heading. ALICE (a Large Ion Collider Experiment) is designed
to study heavy ion particles such as strongly interacting matter and gluon plasma at
extreme high energy densities. LHCb in other words LHC beauty is designed to study
the basic question that physicist try to answer "Why do we live in a universe entirely
composed of matter instead of antimatter?". To find out answer, type of b quark (beauty
quark) is studied on.
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2.1 CMS and ATLAS Experiment
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) and ATLAS are the multi-purpose detectors
that have an extensive physics range from standard model to beyond standard model
researches such as dark matter or extra dimensions. Despite the differences between
ATLAS such as magnet system and technical solutions, they have the same scientific
targets. One of the most important target was investigation of the Higgs boson that
leads to completion of the SM in 2012.
Figure 2.2: Transverse plane in the CMS detector [3].
CMS has a hermetic structure due to different layers that some of them is built to
stop, some of them is designed to track different types of particles. It has magnetic
field around 3.8 T due to superconducting solenoid surrounding a full-silicon-based
tracking system, and have two calorimeters as electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) and muon chambers in Figure 2.3. The structure of CMS
has cylindirical section (also called barrel) that two ends of it is closed by two caps.
In Figure 2.4 the trajectories of particles depending on types can be seen in different
layers. The interaction point of the particles is accepted as the center of detector where
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they are made to collide at high center of mass energies. It was started in 8 TeV,
nowadays it is running with 13 TeV. In experiment the beams are not continues, they
were bunched as 2,808 that includes 1.15×1011 of protons and only 20 of them results
in collisions. If the proton-proton collisions occur at the same time of the searched
collision, it is called pileup (PU). In the thesis three different pileup conditions (50PU,
140PU and NoPU) are analyzed. NoPU is the ideal circumstance. 50PU and 140PU
conditions means dealing with to huge challange to control.
Figure 2.3: The CMS detector [4].
At the interaction point, particles are detected by tracking system where the momentum
of them is measured by silicon detectors in high resolution. The outer layer of the
detector is calorimeter is designed to measure energies while stopping particles except
neutrinos and muons. Photons and electrons are detected by ECAL, hadronic particles
that are made of quarks are detected by HCAL. Signature of muon can be seen from
the interacting point to muon chambers.
Figure 2.4: Schematical view of the CMS detector [5].
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2.1.1 Detector specifications
In CMS while z-axis is accepted as the counter-clockwise beam direction, x-axis points
toward to LHC center and y-axis points upward perpendically to the LHC plane. The
φ angle is measured from x-axis in xy-plane. The polar angle θ is defined in transverse
plane as the angle between the positive direction of beam axis and three-momentum of
particles. Rapidity is defined as the hyperbolic angle which differentiates two frames
of reference in relativistic motion. Pseudorapidity behave like a rapidity because the
differences of pseudorapidity η = ln tan(θ/2) is invariant for boost along z-axis can
be seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Pseudorapidity in layout of ECAL [6].
In ECAL, the barrel ECAL (EB), end-caps and preshower detector cover the range |η |
< 1.479, 1.479 < |η | < 3.0 and 1.653 < |η | < 2.6 respectively. In HCAL, hadron barrel
(HB), hadron endcap and hadron forward cover the range |η | <1.3, 1.305 < |η | < 3.0
and 3.0 < |η | < 5.0 respectively.
In this thesis, the simulations are done by considering detector specifications and cuts
which are applied for single-lepton final state.
2.1.1.1 Search for Supersymmetry with deep learning
Deep learning is a subdivision of artificial neural networks and a huge step to approach
artificial intelligence about dealing with complex functions to analyze large datasets.
In deep learning methods, there are multiple hidden layers between input and output.
For example deep learning group in Oxford University is planning to find out different
statistical and computational mechanisms that responsible for brain functions like
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understanding speech or image, depends to figure out how data influence the brain and
how brain responses. This requires to understand very complicated data flow in the
brain. If the process is understood, this can be applied in different areas. For example,
self driving cars are designed which recognize road and maintain the movement [13].
In this thesis, SUSY particles are searched by using deep learning techniques in big
data by using toolkit for multivariate data analysis (TMVA).
TMVA with ROOT makes possible to extract crucial information from data. The
methods in TMVA are developed especially for high energy particle physics, and most
of them are based on machine learning algorithms. The following techniques:
• Rectangular cut optimisation
• Projective likelihood estimation
• Multi-dimensional likelihood estimation
• Linear and nonlinear discriminant analysis
• Artificial neural networks
• Support vector machine
• Boosted/bagged decision trees
• Predictive learning via rule ensembles(RuleFit)
• A generic boost classifier allowing one to boost any of the above classifiers
• A generic category classifier allowing one to split the training data into disjoint
categories with independent MVAs.
Rectangular Cut Optimization returns binary response as "0" or "1" with numbers for
signal and background by maximizing the background rejection to obtain expected
signal. Projective likelihood estimation includes a model that recreate input variables
for signal and background by multiplying probability densities of all input variables
that are normalized. Multi-dimensional likelihood is an extension of projective
likelihood estimation as having nvar dimensions in nvar number of inputs. Linear and
nonlinear discriminant analysis are PDE-Foam, PDERS, k-NN, H-matrix discriminant,
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Fisher discriminant, linear discriminant (LD), function discriminant analysis (FDA).
They will be explained in detail at chapter 3.2. Artificial neural networks is simulation
of interconnected neurons that reproduces response for given input signals. The input
can be applied to some input (neurons) x1,...,xnvar , and response is obtained from
several outputs (neurons). Supported vector machine (SVM) solves the classification
problems by building hyperplane to seperate signal and background events. Method
of boosted/tagged decision trees create a phase-space and divide it as background and
signal events. RuleFit method, creates rules that is defined by a sequence of cuts
and discrimination between signal and background is obtained. These all methods are
explained in chapter 3.2 [9].
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3. Analysis Framework
As a proof of Steve Jobs’s words in 1996 “A lot of times, people don’t know what they
want until you show it to them”, people carry the last seen technologies in their pockets
and use digital computing devices to connect facebook, google, instagram etc. which
shows there is such an explosion of usage social media [14]. In computer language, it
means there is a massive amount of data also called big data and programmers try to
understand how to deal with. For example, Google struggle with 24 petabytes of data
per day, while Facebook deal with more than 10 million photos per hour. So there is an
obligation to develop techniques and algorithms because up to 2020, the expectation
is to connect approximately 20-100 billion devices that means there will be a lot of
data collection. If the question "What is the meaning of big data?" is answered more
technically, there are four main properties: volume, velocity, variety, veracity. Volume
is the data amount is expected to increase to zettabytes in next few years that is already
problem to struggle with petabytes. Velocity is the speed of the data flow that is coming
from different sources. Variety is a data collection which is coming from not a specific
category like obtaining raw data from web, e-mails, texts etc. The last one is veracity
focuses on the ambiguity like noise and abnormalities within the data [15].
If focused from global perspective to particle physics perspective, LHC (Large Hadron
Collider) generates about 24 petabytes in each day and when the needed data is
extracted, it is reduced to 15 petabytes in a year which means big amount of data
is analyzed to find Higgs particle in 2012 [16].
In chapter 3.1, the flow diagram of the analysis will be explained step by step that can
be seen Figure 3.1.
3.1 Analysis Flow Diagram
Flow diagram of the analysis includes six steps that first two steps are generation of
signals and backgrounds, others are analyzing steps except Delphes that is used to
convert file to make it executable in root frame.
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram of framework of the analysis.
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Monte Carlo event generators are generally used in high energy physics to make
predictions for collider experiments and develop new techniques to solve physics
problems. Generation of an event is divided into following stages:
• Hard Process
• Parton Shower
• Hadronization
• Underlying Event
• Unstable particle Decay
Experimentalists notice most of event goes along the beam direction and only small
fraction of the collisions lead to transferring of high momentum process which is called
hard scattering. In the hard collision colored particles, quarks and gluons scatter in
Figure 3.2. Hadronization step, three partons get together that is colored with blue.
When the collisions happen, secondary interaction can be generated between proton
remnants that is called underlying event. Final step is the unstable particle decay that
is a result of unstable hadrons [7].
Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the proton proton collisions [7].
Monte Carlo generators namely, SOFTSUSY and SUSYHIT are used for generating
signal samples (in thesis they are called as ML1, ML2, ML3 and ML4), PYTHIA and
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MADGRAPH are used for background samples. All programs in the flow diagram are
compatible in ROOT frame except the first step [17].
In the analysis, signal events with specific decays are considered to be extracted from
background events depending on the qualification of the analysis. It is like looking for
a golden grain of sand in a giant beach because the specific event is tried to be pulled
out by using object oriented ROOT frame in terabytes of big data.
While SoftSusy calculates the spectrum of superparticles in the Minimal Supersym-
metric Standard Model (MSSM) with full mixing structure, SUSYHIT calculates
the decay of supersymmetric particles within the framework of the MSSM [18].
SM backgrounds were generated as snowmass 2013 samples with MADGRAPH
and PYTHIA. MADGRAPH is capable of making simulations of tree-level and
next-to-leading order cross sections [19]. PYTHIA is a program to generate events in
high energy collisions [20]. The PYTHIA 8.2 version is used for the analysis. PYTHIA
is developed as including three basic step that are parton shower, hadronization and
underlying event [7]. All programs create files in the high energy physics monte carlo
(hepmc) format but to make them executable as ntupler form, hepmc is converted to
ROOT file with Delphes-3.0.10 version [21]. Delphes 3.0.10 version is compatible
with ROOT 5.34.34.
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Figure 3.3: Pyhtia form of HepMC files.
ROOT is a program to analyze big data, draw and fit histograms, make multivariate
analysis that is developed by CERN group. Data container of root is tree can be seen
in Figure 3.4. Large amount of data (petabytes) that is called raw data comes from
experiments each year. In order to use the memory effectively, tree structure in ROOT
is used to analyze the data.
As seen in Figure 3.3, there is an example of hepmc format of pyhtia file that includes
generated events with three momentum vector, energy and mass. All particles are
defined as daughters, mothers, status and colors. Delphes 3.0.10 converts the file of
HepMC to file of ROOT as seen in Figure 3.4. It is called as a delphtree form that
means there is a tree, tree split level as number of branches and leaves. All three
momentum vectors and status of particle are classified as seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: NTupler form of root files.
3.1.1 Baseline selection
Enormous amount of MC samples are produced via MC generators and converted to
tree form by Delphes. Qualification of the analysis is required to preselection system
to reduce the size of MC data. The analysis system depends on some preselection
requirements that filter background contribution for a given signal efficiency. In the
analysis, baseline selections are considered to suppress noise from the calorimeter.
Applying quality selection on transverse momentum and pseudorapidity lead to the
first selection of monte carlo samples in delphestree while having the same delphestree
structure. In addition, some important variables are included in the new tree. This
process called as ntuple. To give short explanation for transverse momentum and
pseudorapidity, the transverse momentum is calculated momentum in the transverse
plane that can be seen in Figure 2.2 and pseudorapidity is the natural logarithm of the
tangent of the angle between the direction of PT and beam line respectively. Their
mathematical formulations are below:
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PT =
√
(Px)2 +(Py)2 and η = ln tan
θ
2
(3.1)
Baseline selections are applied as |η | ≤ 2.4, PT > 30 GeV for electron and muon, PT >
40 GeV for jets. The figures are numbered as 3.5 to 3.8 after applying quality selections
for electron, muon and jets for different pileup conditions and integrated luminosities.
The luminosities are 10 f b−1, 30 f b−1, 100 f b−1 and 300 f b−1. The reason of
repeating the simulations with different selections and luminosities is increasing the
sample size.
There are eight plots to show the distributions of transverse momentum and
pseudorapidity for leptons. In all figures, backgrounds are characterized by colored
area and signals are showed with dashed lines. In the plots, y-axis refers to number
of events for signal and background and x-axis refers to distributions after selections.
Backgrounds are generated with the range from 106 to 108 events that means the signal
will be extracted from large amount of data.
Backgrounds are topjets, diboson, ttbar (tt¯) and bosonjets, they are named as "Single
Top", "VV+jets", "tt+jets" and "V+jets" in plots respectively. Signals are ML1 and
ML2 for 50PU (for 140PU and NoPU, distribution plots can be found in Appendix 1).
V symbolizes the W boson or Z boson.
(a) PTLepton (b) ηLepton
Figure 3.5: Plots of (a) transverse momentum and (b) pseudorapidity of leptons for 50
pile up (50PU) in 10 f b−1 after the selection.
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Figure 3.5(a) shows the transverse momentum of leptons for 50PU in 10 f b−1 while
Figure 3.5(b) shows the pseudorapidity.
(a) PTLepton (b) ηLepton
Figure 3.6: Plots of (a) transverse momentum and (b) pseudorapidity of lepton for
50PU in 30 f b−1 after the selection.
Figure 3.6(a) shows the transverse momentum of leptons for 50PU in 30 f b−1 while
Figure 3.6(b) shows the pseudorapidity.
(a) PTLepton (b) ηLepton
Figure 3.7: Plots of (a) transverse momentum and (b) pseudorapidity of lepton for
50PU in 100 f b−1 after the selection.
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In Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 shows the transverse momentum of leptons for 50PU
in pseudorapidity in 100 f b−1 and 300 f b−1. Depending on increasing luminosities,
number of event reaches the higher order.
(a) PTLepton (b) ηLepton
Figure 3.8: Plots of (a) transverse momentum and (b) pseudorapidity of lepton for
50PU in 300 f b−1 after the selection.
The behavior of signal and background is showned depending on increasing
luminosity.
3.1.2 Signal selection
Signal selection is the second step selection after the baseline selections. It depends on
two aspects, one of them is cut and count that is also known as the basic selection, and
the other is TMVA that will be explained in chapter 3.2 and chapter 4.
Cut and count selection relies on counting events after applying selections on the
variables like missing transverse energy (EmissT ), transverse mass (MT ), scalar sum of
jets (HT ) and MWT2. It can be classified in two types as light and tight selections as seen
in Table 3.1.
First cut flow is applied as light cut and tight cut. Number of data is higher in light
cut than in tight cut and events are loaded in tree leaf. Two different tree structures are
created as TreeS and TreeB to hold signal and background data respectively. The tree
structures include four variables MWT2, HT , MT and E
miss
T .
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Figure 3.9: HT distribution.
To make multivariate analysis, the data is specifically grouped as four variables in tree
structures as leaves. In TMVA format, data is analyzed by taking four variables from
signal and background tree. It will be explained in Chapter 4.
3.1.2.1 Transverse mass (MT )
Transverse mass is the mass of particles perpendicular plane to direction of the beam
line and invariant under Lorentz transformations. In natural units (h¯=c=1) transverse
mass is defined as below.
m2T = m
2 + p2x + p
2
y (3.2)
The transverse mass of W boson distribution has visible feature calling as Jacobian
Peak, can be seen in Figure 3.10.
3.1.2.2 Missing transverse energy (EmissT )
Missing energy is the imbalance in transverse momentum due to invisible particles and
can be calculated due to laws of conservation of energy and momentum. Momentum of
colliding protons can be calculated before and after collisions in transverse plane. Sum
of the momenta in the transverse plane is zero at initial conditions, after collisions net
momenta can be calculated. Neutrinos can not be detected in CMS detector directly;
however, they do carry momentum that leads to imbalance of transverse momentum.
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Figure 3.10: W boson mass [8].
ET =
√
(Ex)2 +(Ey)2 (3.3)
Table 3.1: Signal selection cuts.
Tight Cuts Light Cuts
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV EmissT ≥ 250 GeV
MWT2 ≥ 250 GeV MWT2 ≥ 170 GeV
MT ≥ 200 GeV MT ≥ 100 GeV
HT ≥ 500 GeV HT ≥ 500 GeV
Four characteristic distributions of variables in single lepton channel are plotted as
applying light and tight cuts in Table 3.1 for 50PU.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Plots of (a) missing transverse energy and (b) scalar sum of jets (HT ) for
50PU in 100 f b−1 after the selections.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Plots of (a) transverse mass and (b) MWT2 for 50PU in 100 f b
−1 after the
selections.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Plots of (a) missing transverse energy and (b) scalar sum of jets (HT ) for
50PU in 100 f b−1 after the light selections.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: Plots of (a) transverse mass and (b) MWT2 for 50PU in 100 f b
−1 after the
light selections.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: Plots of (a) missing transverse energy and (b) scalar sum of jets for 50PU
in 300 f b−1 after all the selections.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: Plots of (a) transverse mass and (b) MWT2 for 50PU in 300 f b
−1 after the
selections.
However, "Cut and Count" selection is a kind of primitive method. So, Toolkit
multivariate data analysis (TMVA) is used as more advanced method than simple "cut
and count" approach.
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3.1.3 Detector simulation (Delphes)
Delphes is a C++ framework for fast simulation program. To make the good
simulations, the symmetry and structure of detector, inputs and outputs are considered.
The form of input data is LHEF(Les Houches Event File) or HepMC. In this thesis,
HepMC form of data is produced by monte carlo simulations and used as input data
by delphes. Events are generated considering the detector specifications and also the
behavior of particles in the lab frame. The format of output file is root format. Details
of working principles of delphes can be seen in workflow chart in Figure 3.19 [21].
Figure 3.17: Workflow chart of DELPHES [9].
3.2 Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis (TMVA) and Neural Network (NN)
Methods
TMVA is used: as a toolkit to search SUSY data by using different techniques.
Cut optimisation is the method to select signals from background. To apply the
optimisation, signals and background should be determined by method. Contrary to
other classifiers, cut classifier creates two trees to hold signal and background as binary
data that helps to reduce computing time. The statistical properties of each data should
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be calculated like root-mean-squared (RMS), mean to find optimal cut selections. In
Figure 3.18, different cut optimizations can be seen, red dots are signal, blue dots are
the background.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.18: Plots of (a) rectangular cut optimization, (b) Fisher method and (c)
nonlinear optimization [22].
To find out best optimization for rectangular cut, two methods can be used simulated
annealing and genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm is recognized as more powerful
method than simulated annealing. Details of algorithms can be found in TMVA
user’s guide [9]. To have more successful rectangular cut optimization, signal and
backgrounds should not be nonlinear correlated.
The projective likelihood estimator is also called PDE approach. The reason of calling
is PDE approach, the model created by this method try to reproduce similar input and
background events with the original data by using probability density functions. To
apply the method most correctly the correlations are ignored and all input variables are
expected to be normalized by summing up signal and background likelihoods.When
this approach is extended, the new methods will be applied. Extending method means
using the PDE approach in nvar dimensions. These methods are PDE range search
(PDERS), PDE-Foam and k-nearest-neighbour.
The optimum signal from background separation for the given ensemble of input
variables is obtained by the ratio yL where pS(B),k is the signal for the kth input variable
xk.
yL(i) =
LS(i)
LS(i)+LB(i)
where LS(B)(i) =
nvar
∏
k=1
pS(B),k(xk(i)) (3.4)
PDERS is a multidimensional method of PDE approach. There are nvar number of
input variables means huge training samples, which required nvar multidimensional
volume. In PDERS signal and background data is chosen the local estimate of the
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probability density functions. The training data is obtained by estimates which are
depend on a volume around the test event. This volume is user adaptive and the ratio
of the PDERS can be given as below:
yPDERS(i,V ) =
1
1+ r(i,V )
where r(i,V ) = (nB(i,V )/NB).(NS/nS(i,V ))
(3.5)
In addition to PDERS method, Kernel functions suggest a solution about the shape of
information in the volume as weighting each event as a function of distance between
test event and each event. If the distance is longer, the weight will be smaller. The
Kernel Estimators can be chosen box, sphere, teepee, trim,or gauss.
The extension method of PDERS is PDE-Foam method. It divides multidimensional
space in finite number of hyper-rectangles cells. The size and position of cell
information are defined by binary split algorithm. So, the event density in cell can
be minimized.
Distinctive to specify fixed volume element in PDERS method, k-nearest method
defines the volume with metric. Due to the reason, k-NN algorithm is the best method
of discriminating background and signal events. The simplest metric is chosen as
Euclidean distance:
R= (
nvar
∑
i=1
|xi− yi|2) 12 (3.6)
where xi is the coordinate of training sample, yi is the coordinate of test event. When
R is the smallest, the nearest neighbors are defined.
Fisher discriminant method is linear discriminant analysis that is performed by
discriminant function as below
y(x) = xTβ +β0 (3.7)
where y(x)≥0 fro signal and y(x)<0 for background. For nonlinear problems function
discriminant analysis (FDA) is used. However the most general method for nonlinear
discriminating analysis is artificial neural network method. It has xnvar number of
inputs (neurons) and ynvar number of outputs(neurons). In multilayer perceptron,
neurons have n2 connections directly. The multilayer perceptron for one hidden layer
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can be seen in Figure 3.17. First layer is input and last layer is output while w functions
are weight functions.
Figure 3.19: Multilayer Perceptron.
The support vector machine method is developed for pattern recognition and still has
been worked on. It builds hyperplane to discriminate signal and background events
while accepting the events as vectors. If there is non-separable data, nonlinear SVM is
used.
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4. Results and Interpretation
Baseline and signal selections based on the idea of counting events after applying
cuts depending on qualification of analysis. The counted event is filled in leaf in
tree structure. The selections are applied for different luminosities and different type
of cuts for NoPU, 50PU and 140PU. The luminosity applied as 10 f b−1, 30 f b−1,
100 f b−1, 300 f b−1 and cuts are applied as tight and light selections from Table 4.1
to Table 4.6. Number of events after baseline and signal cuts can be seen for signal
(ML1, ML2, ML3, ML4) and background (diboson, ttbar, topjets, singletop) for NoPU,
50PU, 140PU. The motivation is to increase the statistics of data that can be supplied
by increasing luminosity while applying cuts in much more harshness level. There is
contradictory logic, to find out SUSY signal from large background is not so simple
due to expecting to find out it in high energies. To construct the same analogy, it is
tried to be generated SUSY signal that can be hardly find out in large background.
Furthermore, number of events when tight cuts are applied is less than when light
cuts are applied. The statistics of data is increased by applying high luminosities.
The motivation of applying TMVA is understanding the behavior of different TMVA
methods to extract all signal data that can not be extracted by cut and count selection
in higher than three dimensional mathematical space.
Table 4.1: Number of events from SM background and supersymmetric signal for
NoPU in 30 f b−1 when tight cuts are applied
Signal Regions VV+jets # events V+jets # events tt¯+jets # events SingleTop # events ML1 # events ML2 # events ML3 # events ML4 # events
Before All Cuts 3.852773×107 2.523821×108 5.496419×107 3.815903×107 999999 999839 979995 1939997
Baseline Selections 1618563 8321097 1.082846×107 2095829 14382 33854 16414 109114
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV 409210 2489705 2947383 582319 5246 13015 6614 64463
HT ≥ 500 GeV 345830 2125294 1993685 422882 4227 10639 5426 56356
MT ≥ 200 GeV 39139 26469 260926 5413 2314 5812 2844 24035
MWT2 ≥ 250 GeV 8242 9103 48832 1860 568 1387 777 8359
Table 4.2: Number of events from SM background and supersymmetric signal for
NoPU in 30 f b−1 when light cuts are applied
Signal Regions VV+jets # events V+jets # events tt¯+jets # events SingleTop # events ML1 # events ML2 # events ML3 # events ML4 # events
Before All Cuts 3.852773×107 2.523821×108 5.496419×107 3.815903×107 999999 999839 979995 1939997
Baseline Selections 1618563 8321097 1.082846×107 2095829 14382 33854 16414 109114
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV 409210 2947383 582319 582319 5246 13015 6614 64463
HT ≥ 500 GeV 345830 2125294 1993685 422882 4227 10639 5426 56256
MT ≥ 100 GeV 76275 223830 633943 55407 3125 8173 3924 36297
MWT2 ≥ 170 GeV 21560 76479 256005 31045 919 2309 1263 13705
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Table 4.3: Number of events from SM background and supersymmetric signal for
50PU in 100 f b−1 when tight cuts are applied
Signal Regions VV+jets # events V+jets # events tt¯+jets # events SingleTop # events ML1 # events ML2 # events
Before All Cuts 3.971039×107 5.527524×107 2.73982×107 2.718525×107 1000000 899853
Baseline Selections 1420270 1654779 5377774 1494310 51303 27039
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV 370410 496954 1516234 366090 7459 12169
HT ≥ 500 GeV 311765 422227 1033014 267029 5544 9618
MT ≥ 200 GeV 35458 6766 1312924 3902 2069 5210
MWT2 ≥ 250 GeV 7047 2183 24258 1338 483 1060
Table 4.4: Number of events from SM background and supersymmetric signal for
50PU in 100 f b−1 when light cuts are applied
Signal Regions VV+jets # events V+jets # events tt¯+jets # events SingleTop # events ML1 # events ML2 # events
Before All Cuts 3.971039×107 5.527524×107 2.73982×107 2.718525×107 1000000 899853
Baseline Selections 1420270 1654779 5377774 1494310 51303 27039
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV 370410 496954 1516234 366090 7459 12169
HT ≥ 500 GeV 311765 422227 1033014 267029 5544 9618
MT ≥ 100 GeV 73171 54353 330858 38870 3294 7335
MWT2 ≥ 170 GeV 20234 18091 134697 21146 968 1731
Table 4.5: Number of events from SM background and supersymmetric signal for
140PU in 100 f b−1 when tight cuts are applied
Signal Regions VV+jets # events V+jets # events tt¯+jets # events SingleTop # events ML2 # events
Before All Cuts 3.973802×107 5.389268×107 2.690057×107 2.667302×107 879858
Baseline Selections 1868455 2019713 5577310 1864814 29741
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV 508896 633925 701253 488671 13399
HT ≥ 500 GeV 419696 533127 1164779 352000 9944
MT ≥ 200 GeV 49890 14462 145935 6867 5205
MWT2 ≥ 250 GeV 9239 4114 29332 2508 1220
Table 4.6: Number of events from SM background and supersymmetric signal for
140PU in 100 f b−1 when light cuts are applied
Signal Regions VV+jets # events V+jets # events tt¯+jets # events SingleTop # events ML2 # events
Before All Cuts 3.973802×107 5.389268×107 2.690057×107 2.667302×107 879858
Baseline Selections 1868455 2019713 5577310 1864814 29741
EmissT ≥ 250 GeV 508896 633925 1701253 488671 13399
HT ≥ 500 GeV 419696 533127 1164779 352000 9944
MT ≥ 100 GeV 113000 91407 390358 63362 7506
MWT2 ≥ 170 GeV 29798 28533 160303 32427 1959
TMVA includes its own files named like regression or classification that varies based
on the aim of analyzing method. To use the classification method, the four most
important variables (EmissT , MT , HT , M
W
T2) of single lepton channel should be classified
as leaf-data in TTree as TreeS (Signal Tree) and TreeB (Background Tree) in Figure
3.9 [23]. Methods of TMVA reveal the correlations or/and differences between these
four variables by using different techniques that is calculated in high dimensional
mathematical space and show the results in different graphics.
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4.1 Results of TMVA 50PU 100 f b−1
The plots of some TMVA methods will be shown for four variable. The signal and
background distributions for 50PU in 100 f b−1 luminosity can be seen below.
Figure 4.1: Distribution of variables for signal and background.
The Figures from 4.2 to 4.5 show the as an example of likelihood method for four input
variables.
The estimated input data of likelihood for signal and background can be seen for HT in
Figure 4.2. Likelihood method creates a model as having the same behavior of original
data from tree by finding probability density functions (PDF). In Figure 4.2, signal data
is colored as blue while signal is red. The original data of signal and background are
shaped as ’dot’, while estimated PDF is line. The signal and background of estimated
likelihood data is normalized as necessity of method. As seen in Figure 4.2, they are
correlated.
Figure 4.2: Likelihood behavior of NoPU for HT .
The estimated input data of likelihood for signal and background can be seen for
EmissT in Figure 4.3. Likelihood method creates a model as having the same behavior
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of original data from tree by finding probability density functions (PDF). In Figure
4.3, signal data is colored as blue while signal is red. The original data of signal
and background are shaped as ’dot’, while estimated PDF is line. The signal and
background of estimated likelihood data is normalized as necessity of method. As
seen in Figure 4.3, they are correlated.
Figure 4.3: Likelihood behavior of NoPU for MT .
The estimated input data of likelihood for signal and background can be seen for MT in
Figure 4.4. Likelihood method creates a model as having the same behavior of original
data from tree by finding probability density functions (PDF). In Figure 4.4, signal data
is colored as blue while signal is red. The original data of signal and background are
shaped as ’dot’, while estimated PDF is line. The signal and background of estimated
likelihood data is normalized as necessity of method. As seen in Figure 4.4, they are
correlated.
Figure 4.4: Likelihood behavior of NoPU for EmissT .
The estimated input data of likelihood for signal and background can be seen for MWT2 in
Figure 4.5. Likelihood method creates a model as having the same behavior of original
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data from tree by finding probability density functions(PDF). In Figure 4.5, signal data
is colored as blue while signal is red. The original data of signal and background are
shaped as ’dot’, while estimated PDF is line. The signal and background of estimated
likelihood data is normalized as necessity of method. As seen in Figure 4.5, they are
not correlated as expected. As a result of calculating MWT2 from MT , HT , E
miss
T , it
depends many variables and probability functions. Due to the facts, MWT2 is not used in
TMVA analysis. It will be future work.
Figure 4.5: Likelihood behavior of NoPU for MWT2.
The results of correlation matrix for signal and background is below. It shows the
correlation of variables for signal and background. The correlation matrices for
background at left, for signal at right and show the correlations of variable with itself
as 100%, the second maximum of correlation is between EmissT and MT for signal.
The negative correlation can be seen between MT and HT . At the right figure, second
maximum correlations are obtained between EmissT and HT . There is no correlation
between EmissT and M
W
T2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Correlation matrix of ML1 for signal (a) signal and (b) background for
NoPU in 100 f b−1.
Figure 4.7 shows the correlation matrix of 50PU for signal and background in
100 f b−1.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Correlation matrix for (a) ML1 signal and (b) background for 50PU in 100
f b−1.
Figure 4.8 shows the correlation matrix of 140PU for signal and background in
100 f b−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Correlation matrix for (a) signal and (b) background for 140PU in 100
f b−1.
In Figure 4.9 background rejection vs. signal efficiency can be seen for all MVA
methods. Optimum signal efficiency can be obtained between two red lines for all
methods except the red signal and the all signals below of it in Figure 4.10(b). If the
background can be rejected as range of 0.9 to 0.7, maximum signal efficiency will be
obtained.
Figure 4.9: Background rejection vs. signal efficiency for each method of 50PU.
If the plots of background rejection vs. signal efficiency are compared for different
pileup scenarious, it is seen that 50PU pretend as a optimum scenario while NoPU was
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expected to be a optimum scenario. This proofs that pileup is a parameter that should
be controlled. In this thesis, analysis are searched on high energy scales; however,
pileup conditions shift the distributions of plots through the right side that causes 50PU
behaves as optimum scenario.
(a) 140PU (b) NoPU
Figure 4.10: Background rejection vs. signal efficiency for (a)140PU and (b)NoPU
for 100 f b−1 for each method.
In Figure 4.11, multilayer perceptron technique is schematized. Four input variables
are labeled as layer 0 and multiplying them with appropriate weight functions, they
reach the hidden layer (layer 1). In layer 1, variables are calculated in hyperspace and
output is obtained.
Figure 4.11: Multilayer perceptron for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
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4.2 Efficiency Graphics of MVA methods for 50PU 100 f b−1
From cut and count selection to MVA mehods, signal is tried to be discriminated from
background. The graphics in chapter 4.2 show the different distributions depending on
different methods. The graphics at left show the signal and background distributions
while the graphics at right show the cut efficiencies and optimal cut value depending
on the method. There are efficiency graphics of MVA methods for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
To discriminate the signal from background, the values of BDT below a certain value
is used. This value is determined by looking at the point that corresponds to S/
√
S+B
is 5. It means that the signal significance is greater than 5σ in region of interest while
3σ means ’excess’.
Figure 4.12 shows the results of BDT response and cut value applied on BDT output.
The sketched region that is cut at 5σ is the specific area which will be done as future
work. The sketched region corresponds to the area that is left from the arrow. The right
side of the vertical red lines are omitted due to statistical uncertainties.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: (a)TMVA response of classifier: BDT and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on BDT output for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
Figure 4.13 shows the parallel coordinates of BDT distrubitons for signal and
background. Green lines on the plots of parallel coordinates show the connection of
the same event for different distributions.
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Figure 4.13: Parallel coordinates of BDT distrubitons for signal.
If it is wanted to show the specific point of plot, the situation of arrow can be changed
that can be seen in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.13 with blue lines.
Figure 4.14: Parallel coordinates of BDT distrubitons for background.
Figure 4.15 shows the results of kNN response and cut value applied on kNN output.
The sketched region that is cut at 5σ is the specific area which will be done as future
work. The sketched region corresponds to the area that is left from the arrow. The right
side of the vertical red lines are omitted due to statistical uncertainties.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: (a)TMVA response of classifier: kNN and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on kNN output for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
Figure 4.16 shows the results of PDERS response and cut value applied on PDERS
output. The sketched region that is cut at 5σ is the specific area which will be done as
future work. The sketched region corresponds to the area that is left from the arrow.
The right side of the vertical red lines are omitted due to statistical uncertainties.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: (a)TMVA response of classifier: PDERS and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on PDERS output for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
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Figure 4.17 shows the results of MLPBNN response and cut value applied on
MLPBNN output. The sketched region that is cut at 5σ is the specific area which
will be done as future work. The sketched region corresponds to the area that is left
from the arrow. The right side of the vertical red lines are omitted due to statistical
uncertainties.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: (a)TMVA response of classifier: MLPBNN and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on MLPBNN output for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
Figure 4.18 shows the results of RuleFit response and cut value applied on RuleFit
output. The sketched region that is cut at 5σ is the specific area which will be done as
future work. The sketched region corresponds to the area that is left from the arrow.
The right side of the vertical red lines are omitted due to statistical uncertainties.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: (a)TMVA response of classifier: RuleFit and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on RuleFit output for 50PU in 100 f b−1.
In Table 4.7, Cut values of MVA methods are listed for different pileup scenarious.
’MLPBNN’ and ’BDT’ methods show different behavior for different pileup
scenarious which means the methods are distinguisable. ’PDERS’ method is not
distinguishable for pileup scenaorious. In addition, ’kNN’ and ’RuleFit’ methods are
not distinguishable for two sceanrious.
Table 4.7: Cut values of MVA methods for different pileup scenarious.
MVA methods Cut Value (50PU) Cut Value (NoPU) Cut Value (140PU)
kNN 0.4 0.2 0.4
MLPBNN 0.2 0.07 0.34
PDERS 0.9 0.89 0.9
RuleFit -75 -75 -60
BDT 0.01 -0.04 0.05
The Figure 4.19, mass of LSP (Lightest Supersymmetric Particle) vs. stop
(supersymmetric top quark) in 8 TeV can be seen. Figure 4.19 was the last LHC
experiment result in 20 f b−1. In the thesis, the signals (ML1, ML2, ML3, ML4) are
used. However, it cannot be excluded. To understand the characteristics dots, the
reference can be checked [10].
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Figure 4.19: Searching signal area in 8 TeV for NoPU in 100 f b−1 [10].
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5. Conclusion and Outlook
SUSY signal and the SM background samples are generated via MC event generators
at 14 TeV for different pileup scenarios and luminosities. The SM background samples
are diboson, bosonjet, ttbar and topjet events. They are generated by considering single
lepton channel final state. SUSY signals are named as ML1, ML2, ML3 and ML4.
The region of them can be checked in Figure 4.19. In the thesis, the aim is to separate
exclusive SUSY signals from the enormous number of background events by applying
best optimization technique. These techniques are cut-and-count analysis and methods
of TMVA.
Cut-and-count analysis relies on the idea of counting events after selections. It is
divided into two steps: baseline and signal selections. Baseline selection is applied
on transverse momentum and pseudorapidity to reduce noise that is obtained from
the calorimeter. Signal selection is applied on four variables: transverse mass (MT ),
missing transverse energy (EmissT ), scalar sum of the momentum of the jets (HT ) and
MWT2. After signal selections, remnant events are counted and stored in tree-structure
as leaves in figure 3.9. The number of events can be seen from Table 4.1 to Table
4.6 after applying light and tight cuts. It is decided to apply tight cuts to obtain
minimum number of events from background. After tight cuts are applied, ML1 signal
will have the minimum number of events for NoPU despite of having the maximum
cross section. Expected scenario was to obtain maximum number of event for highest
cross sections. Furthermore, four variables does not explain this behavior. Different
variables can be suggested for future work. When number of events for different pileup
scenarios are compared, higher number of events will be obtained from highest pileup
as contradictory to expectation. Characteristic of pileup causes to shift distribution
plots to the right. It proves that control the pileup parameter is a challanging task for a
proper data analysis.
Cut values of cut-and-count analysis are not selected depending on mathematical
methods. Hence, cut values can be optimized with the methods of TMVA. Stored
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events in leaves of delphestree are analyzed by TMVA methods. All MVA methods
are evaluated for different pileup scenarios in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Despite of
not being an ideal pileup scenario, results of methods at plot of signal efficiency vs.
background rejection are better for 50PU.
TMVA methods can be applied on many variables concerning the qualification of
analysis. However, one of the leaf variable MWT2 does not give an efficient results for
ML signals in single lepton final state search. Analysis will be repeated with alternative
variables for future work.
In the thesis, ML1 signal for 50PU, ML2 signal for 140PU and ML1 signal for NoPU
is analyzed. Cut efficiency graphics are cut from 5σ to obtain best signal separation
from background. Optimum cut values for different methods can be seen in Table 4.7.
In principle signal is discriminated; however, better optimization strategy with more
efficient variables for the ML signal points is needed.
Similar analysis chain will be applied for the CMS experiment at CERN for future
work.
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APPENDIX A.1
Signals are classified as ML1, ML2, ML3, ML4 which have the cross sections as 6.92
pb−1, 1.14 pb−1, 1.82 pb−1, 0.61 pb−1 respectively for no pile up (NoPU).
(a) (b)
Figure A.1: Plots of (a) missing transverse energy and (b) scalar sum of jets (HT ) for
NoPU in 100 f b−1 after the selections.
(a) (b)
Figure A.2: Plots of (a) transverse mass and (b) MWT2 for NoPU in 100 f b
−1 after the
selections.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.3: Plots of (a) missing transverse energy and (b) scalar sum of jets for 50PU
in 100 f b−1 after all cuts.
(a) (b)
Figure A.4: Plots of (a) transverse mass and (b) MWT2 for 50PU in 100 f b
−1 after cuts.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.5: Plots of (a) missing transverse energy and (b) scalar sum of jets for 140PU
in 100 f b−1 after all cuts.
(a) (b)
Figure A.6: Plots of (a) transverse mass and (b) MWT2 for 140PU in 100 f b
−1 after cuts.
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APPENDIX A.2
(a) (b)
Figure A.7: (a)TMVA response of classifier: BDT and (b) Cut efficiencies and optimal
cut value applied on BDT output for NoPU in 100 f b−1.
(a) (b)
Figure A.8: (a)TMVA response of classifier: PDERS and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on PDERS output for NoPU in 100 f b−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.9: (a)TMVA response of classifier: kNN and (b) Cut efficiencies and optimal
cut value applied on kNN output for NoPU in 100 f b−1.
(a) (b)
Figure A.10: (a)TMVA response of classifier: RuleFit and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on RuleFit output for NoPU in 100 f b−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.11: (a)TMVA response of classifier: MLPBNN and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on MLPBNN output for NoPU in 100 f b−1.
(a) (b)
Figure A.12: (a)TMVA response of classifier: BDT and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on BDT output for 140PU in 100 f b−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.13: (a)TMVA response of classifier: PDERS and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on PDERS output for 140PU in 100 f b−1.
(a) (b)
Figure A.14: (a)TMVA response of classifier: kNN and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on kNN output for 140PU in 100 f b−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.15: (a)TMVA response of classifier: RuleFit and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on RuleFit output for 140PU in 100 f b−1.
(a) (b)
Figure A.16: (a)TMVA response of classifier: LikelihoodPCA and (b) Cut efficiencies
and optimal cut value applied on LikeihoodPCA output for 140PU in 100
f b−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.17: (a)TMVA response of classifier: MLPBNN and (b) Cut efficiencies and
optimal cut value applied on MLPBNN output for 140PU in 100 f b−1.
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